Introduction {#s0005}
============

Breast cancer, one of the most common cancers, is still a fatal malignant tumor that could lead to nearly half a million of deaths in a year [@bb0005]. Neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) has emerged as a new and effective option for locally advanced breast cancer. By shrinking tumor size before surgery, NAC is able to improve the feasibility of conventional breast operation and conservative surgery in locally advanced breast cancer patients [@bb0010]. In addition, numerous studies have shown that a pathological complete response (pCR) after NAC is significantly correlated with good further clinical outcome [@bb0015]. However, other data also demonstrated that only less than 40% to 50% breast cancer patients can achieve pCR after NAC [@bb0020]. Therefore, clinicians usually need to make a decision as to whether NAC is necessary or not for breast cancer patients by evaluating the pros and cons of chemotherapy before the operation according to patients\' tumor stage, histologic grade, age, estrogen receptor (ER), and human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) status as these clinicopathological characteristics are associated with the probability of pCR [@bb0025]. Meanwhile, utilizing different mRNA signatures to predict pCR rate when making a decision is also attracting researchers\' attention. Over the past decades, breast cancer has been classified into five different "intrinsic subtypes", including luminal A, luminal B, HER2 enriched, basal-like, and normal-like according to its mRNA expression pattern [@bb0030]. To date, much data have exhibited that different subtypes of breast cancer have distinct biological behaviors as well as responses to NAC [@bb0035]. Specifically, basal-like tumors generally achieve much higher pCR rate than luminal A [@bb0040]. Oncotype DX, Gene70, and Gene Expression Grade Index (GGI) signature are previously established mRNA signatures employed to predict breast cancer patient survival [@bb0045], [@bb0050], [@bb0055]. It has also been shown that high expression level of these mRNA signatures is associated with higher probability of pCR [@bb0060].

As a matter of fact, at least 98% of the human genome is transcribed into noncoding RNAs rather than protein-coding mRNAs, implying that these novel moleculars also play a vital role in biological processes and are potential biomarkers to powerfully predict NAC response in breast cancer in addition to mRNA [@bb0065]. Long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) are generally non--protein-coding transcripts longer than 200 nucleotides in length [@bb0070]. These long RNAs function directly at RNA level rather than being translated into functional proteins. Recent studies have revealed that lncRNAs are involved in varieties of biological processes including tumorigenesis, invasion, metastasis, and drug resistance of breast cancer at both transcriptional and posttranscriptional levels [@bb0075], [@bb0080], [@bb0085]. What\'s more, a growing number of lncRNAs are validated to be associated with patients\' outcomes and pCR in NAC, thus providing a new option for model construction to predict pCR of NAC besides mRNA signature [@bb0090]. However, there is no lncRNA signature built based on a large number of breast cancer patients treated with NAC up to now.

In this study, we aimed at identifying an lncRNA signature to fully investigate the relationship between lncRNA expression pattern and pCR rate in breast cancer patients with NAC treatment. By reannotating previously published Affymetrix HG-U133A array profiles from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO), we established an lncRNA signature comprising of 36 lncRNAs from NAC-treated patients. Then, the prediction efficiency of this signature was further assessed in a validation cohort with three independent datasets. Our final finding indicated that this signature could be potentially utilized as a novel biomarker to predict pCR rate in addition to traditional clinicopathological markers and mRNA signature, which needs further evaluation.

Materials and Methods {#s0010}
=====================

Gene Expression Profiles of NAC-Treated Patients Obtained from GEO {#s0015}
------------------------------------------------------------------

We searched for qualified gene expression datasets in regard to breast cancer with NAC treatment in GEO database, which is publically available. Only datasets that met the following criteria were selected: First, gene expression data were assayed using Affymetrix HG-U133 A platform. Second, pCR in the study was defined as the absence of invasive tumor in both breast and lymph nodes [@bb0095]. Third, nearly or more than 100 cases were included in the dataset. Finally, 1041 NAC-treated breast cancer patients in total were collected from GSE25066 [@bb0100], GSE20194 [@bb0105], GSE20271 [@bb0110], and GSE22093 [@bb0115] datasets. GSE25066, which consists of 488 samples, was used as the discovery dataset for model construction, while another 553 patients from GSE20194, GSE20271, and GSE22093 were combined and used as the validation dataset. Patients\' characteristics of both discovery and validation datasets are listed in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}.Table 1NAC Patients\' Clinicopathological Characteristics Included in the Discovery and Validation CohortTable 1CharacteristicsDiscovery\
GSE25066\
(*n* = 488)ValidationAll Trials\
(*n* = 553)GSE20194\
(*n* = 278)GSE20271\
(*n* = 178)GSE22093\
(*n* = 97)Age ≤5026828713310054 \>502202641447842 Unknown02101ER Negative2002491148055 Positive2873041649842 Unknown10000HER2 Negative46646321915197 Positive58559260 Unknown171010cT T0-1294226133 T22452741477651 T3140113503726 T474121535117 Unknown03210cN N0154159795921 N12312121257116 N26479313810 N339544293 Unknown0491147Grade 1-22012251177632 32522711527247 Unknown355793018pCR Yes99110562628 No38944322215269[^1]

Interrogate lncRNA Expression by Repurposing Microarray Probes {#s0020}
--------------------------------------------------------------

All raw data were normalized by Robust Multichip Average algorithm [@bb0120]. ComBat was utilized to remove the potential batch effects when combining batches of gene expression dataset [@bb0125]. LncRNA expression of the NAC-treated patients was obtained by remapping the probes of the array to human genome (GRCh38/hg38) using SeqMap [@bb0130] and then matching the probes to the lncRNA chromosomal positions from GENCODE (release 24, GRCh38) [@bb0135], [@bb0140], [@bb0145]. A total of 616 probes corresponding to 463 lncRNAs were obtained in the end. LncRNA expression values of multiple probes that target the same lncRNA were averaged arithmetically. [Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}*A* demonstrated the order of the analysis and model construction.Figure 1The construction and optimization of the LRS model for pCR prediction. (A) The diagram of the construction and validation of the lncRNA pCR prediction model. (B) The 44 lncRNAs significantly different between non-pCR and pCR cases in the discovery dataset were employed for constructing the predictive DLDA model. The accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, PPVs, NPVs, and F1 score were calculated with each number of lncRNAs. This LRS ranked the highest F1 score when comprising the first 36 lncRNAs.Figure 1

Diagonal Linear Discriminant Analysis Prediction Model Construction {#s0025}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Of the aforementioned 463 lncRNAs, 44 lncRNAs in the discovery dataset were found to be differentially expressed between the non-pCR and pCR patients by Welch\'s *t* test. (*P* \< .001). These 44 lncRNAs were further used to construct the predictive model with Diagonal Linear Discriminant Analysis (DLDA) [@bb0150]. According to a previously described method, we employed the forward filtering method to optimize the model [@bb0155]. In the end, the DLDA model of 36 lncRNAs ranked the highest F1 score in the discovery dataset and was therefore defined as the lncRNA signature (LRS) for pCR prediction of NAC.

Comparison of the Efficiency of LRS with Other Signatures {#s0030}
---------------------------------------------------------

Pam50 intrinsic subtypes, Oncotype DX, Gene70, and GGI score were obtained by using "genefu" package in R [@bb0160]. The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of LRS and other signatures were plotted and compared by R package ROCR [@bb0165]. The area under the curve (AUC) was calculated correspondingly.

Function Annotation of the lncRNA Signature {#s0035}
-------------------------------------------

Integrative analysis of lncRNA-mRNA association was employed to infer the potential function of the lncRNAs included in the LRS. We calculated Pearson correlation between lncRNAs and mRNAs in the discovery cohort to identify mRNAs that positively coexpressed with lncRNAs in LRS (Pearson correlation coefficient \> 0.4 and ranked top 0.5%) [@bb0145], [@bb0170]. Then these mRNAs were further annotated by the Database for Annotation, Visualization, and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) using the functional annotation clustering option (version 6.8) [@bb0175], [@bb0180]. Clusters with enrichment score higher than 3.0 and functional annotations with *P* value lower than .001 were considered to be statistically significant. Finally, Cytoscape with the Enrichment Map plugin was used to visualize the significant enrichment results [@bb0185].

Statistical Analysis {#s0040}
--------------------

The microarray datasets downloaded from GEO database were analyzed by R software (version 3.3.1) and Bioconductor. The clinicopathological parameters in the datasets were analyzed using two-sided *χ*^2^ test and Fisher\'s exact test with a *P* value \< .05 as the cutoff. The logistic regression model was employed to perform the univariate and multivariate analyses.

Result {#s0045}
======

Establishment and Validation of the lncRNA Prediction Model for pCR {#s0050}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

By reannotating microarray probes in the discovery dataset, 616 probes that corresponded to 463 lncRNAs were identified in total. Of the 463 lncRNAs we found, 44 lncRNAs differentially expressed between non-pCR (*n* = 389) and pCR (*n* = 99) patients with *P* \< .01, which were further used for model construction. Next, through DLDA with model optimization by leaving one out cross-validation and forward filtering method, we finally observed that the DLDA model of 36 lncRNAs ranked the highest F1 score, which divided patients into two groups: chemotherapy-sensitive group (*n* = 202) with high LRS score and chemotherapy-insensitive group (*n* = 286) with low LRS score ([Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}*B*). The accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive values (PPVs), negative predictive values (NPVs), and F1 score were 69.9%, 77.8%, 67.9%, 38.1%, 92.3%, and 51.2%, respectively. The heat map illustrated that these two groups based on LRS score had distinct lncRNA expression patterns ([Figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}*A*). More importantly, the high--LRS score group was more likely to achieve a higher pCR rate when compared with the other one ([Figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}*C*, *P* = 4.733e-16). Multivariate analysis showed that only tumor grade (*P* = .04922), LRS score (*P* = .00373), and intrinsic subtype (*P* = .02463) were independent factors for pCR in the discovery set ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}).Figure 2The lncRNA expression profile and pCR prediction were analyzed in the discovery and validation dataset. NAC patients were classified into LRS-high (predicted pCR) and LRS-low (predicted non-pCR) groups. lncRNA expression profile and pCR distribution are shown in (A) the discovery dataset and (B) the validation dataset. Then, patients\' pCR statuses in different LRS groups were further compared in (C) the discovery dataset and (D) the validation dataset.Figure 2Table 2Univariate and Multivariate Analysis for Parameters Associated with pCR in the Discovery DatasetTable 2Characteristics*n*pCRUnivariate AnalysisMultivariate AnalysisOR95% CI*P*OR95% CI*P*Age ≤50268601 \>50220390.750.47-1.17.204 UnknownER Negative200691 Positive287300.220.14-0.356.20e-100.700.38-1.28.25115 Unknown1HER2 Negative466931 Positive522.670.35-16.36.285 Unknown174cT T0-2274581 T3-4214410.880.56-1.38.584 Unknown0cN Negative154281 Positive334711.210.75-2.00.433 UnknownGrade 1-2201131 3252776.363.53-12.365.73e-092.071.02-4.40.04922 Unknown35lncRNA score Low score286221 High score202777.394.47-12.684.41e-142.741.40-5.51.00373Intrinsic subtype Luminal A12421 Others3649725.787.99-157.886.76e-066.911.50-50.6.02463Oncotype DX Low & medium score8021 High score4089712.163.74-74.795.73e-041.410.33-9.76.67782Gene70 Low score8231 High score406968.152.96-33.774.63e-040.920.25-4.49.91205GGI Low score195131 High score293865.823.25-11.242.15e-080.940.41-2.23.88345

To further evaluate the prediction efficiency of pCR with the LRS, we collected a total of 553 breast cancer patients with NAC treatment by integrating three independent datasets (GSE20194, GSE20271, and GSE22093) as the validation cohort. As expected, the results gained by using validation dataset ([Figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, *B* and *D*) shared similar findings with those of the discovery dataset, with distinct lncRNA expression patterns and higher pCR rate in the high--LRS score group (*P* = 6.026e-16). The accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV, and F1 score for validation dataset were 68.2%, 77.3%, 65.9%, 36.0%, 92.1%, and 49.1%, respectively. Multivariate analysis demonstrated that only ER status *(P* = 3.79e-05), HER2 status (*P* = .01147), and LRS score (*P* = 2.97e-05) were independent factors for predicting pCR in the validation dataset ([Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}).Table 3Univariate and Multivariate Analysis for Predicting Parameters Associated with pCR in the Validation DatasetTable 3Characteristics*n*pCRUnivariate AnalysisMultivariate AnalysisOR95% CI*P*OR95% CI*P*Age ≤50287581 \>50264520.970.64-1.47.881 Unknown20ER Negative2498311 Positive304270.190.12-0.311.51e-110.280.15-0.503.79e-05 Unknown00HER2 Negative4638111 Positive85292.001.25-3.264.33e-32.181.19-4.00.01147 Unknown10cT T0-2316661 T3-4234440.880.57-1.34.546 Unknown30cN Negative159211 Positive345661.560.93-2.71.101 Unknown4923Grade 1-22251811 3271804.842.86-8.601.67e-081.580.82-3.11.17662 Unknown5712lncRNA score Low score3172511 High score236856.574.10-10.893.6e-144.172.18-8.362.97e-05Intrinsic Subtype Luminal A122511 Others4311057.543.31-21.731.74e-050.990.28-3.96.98660Oncotype DX Low & medium score81311 High score4721077.622.77-31.516.87e-041.070.27-5.42.92960Gene70 Low score101511 High score4521055.812.54-16.801.93e-040.860.27-3.04.80190GGI Low score2262111 High score327893.652.23-6.226.74e-071.350.65-2.89.43185

Relationship between Clinicopathological Features and LRS Model {#s0055}
---------------------------------------------------------------

We uncovered that high LRS score was significantly associated with ER negativity (*P* \< 2.2e-16), T3 and T4 tumors' size (*P* \< .017), lymph node positivity (*P* \< .026), grade 3 tumor (*P* \< 2.2e-16), and non--luminal A subtype (*P* \< .026) in discovery dataset. In the validation set, high--LRS score patients were more likely to be ER negative (*P* \< 2.2e-16), HER2 positive (*P* = .047), grade 3 (*P* \< 2.2e-16), and non--luminal A subtype (*P* \< 2.2e-16). ([Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}).Table 4Association between Clinicopathological Parameters and LRS in the Discovery and Validation DatasetTable 4CharacteristicsDiscovery SetValidation SetLRS LowLRS High*P*LRS LowLRS High*Pn*286202317236Age ≤50154114168119 \>5013288.6356148116.6165 Unknown0011ER Negative4315785164 Positive24245\<2.2e-1623272\<2.2e-16 Unknown1000HER2 Negative275191277190 Positive14.16514045.0474 Unknown10701cT T0-2174100186130 T3-4112102.01673128106.3749 Unknown0030cN Negative1025210455 Positive184150.02615202143.1717 Unknown001039Grade 1-21742717649 397155\<2.2e-16101170\<2.2e-16 Unknown15204017Intrinsic subtype Luminal A13521175 Others151200\<2.2e-16200231\<2.2e-16Oncotype DX Low & medium score791774 High score2072014.211e-152402322.647e-13Gene70 Low score811965 High score2052011.527e-15221231\<2.2e-16GGI Low score1801518838 High score106187\<2.2e-16129198\<2.2e-16pCR status pCR22772585 Non-pCR264125\<2.2e-16292151\<2.2e-16

Evaluation of the Prediction of LRS in Different Intrinsic Subtypes {#s0060}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

By using PAM50 subtypes classification, 259 cases of luminal A, 298 cases of luminal B, 135 cases of HER2-enriched, 311 cases of basal-like, and 38 cases of normal-like subtype were identified in the whole 1041 NAC-treated patients. The normal-like subtype was excluded in the subgroup analysis because of its small sample size. In luminal A subtype, which is less likely to undergo NAC, LRS failed to predict pCR rate. However, in luminal B, HER2-enriched, and basal-like subtypes, high LRS score was significantly associated with a higher chance to achieve pCR ([Figure 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}*A*).Figure 3The evaluation of the predictive power of LRS in the subgroup analysis and comparison of ROCs with other different prediction models. As determined by Pam50, luminal A, luminal B, HER2-enriched, and basal-like subtypes of breast cancer were subjected to subgroup analysis to evaluate the predictive power of LRS in all NAC patients (A). Then, ROCs of the LRS, Oncotype DX, Gene70, and GGI were compared in (B) the discovery and (C) validation datasets. The AUC was also calculated for each curve.Figure 3

In detail, for luminal B subtype, LRS-high patients achieved a higher pCR rate compared with LRS-low patients \[32.9% vs 8.3%; odds ratio (OR) = 5.4; 95% confidence interval (CI) = 2.7-10.8; *P* = 1.47e-06\]. That is quite similar for HER2-enriched and basal-like subtypes, with 35.1% versus 18%; OR = 2.5; 95% CI = 1.1-5.7; *P* = .029 and 40.6% versus 11.1%; OR = 5.5; 95% CI = 2.3-16.2; *P* = 5.32e-04, respectively.

Comparison of LRS Predictive Power with Other Preexisting Signatures {#s0065}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

We then compared the predictive capability of LRS with other preexiting signatures by ROC curves ([Figure 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, *B* and *C*). The AUC value of LRS was approximately 0.8, indicating that it can effectively distinguish pCR patients from non-pCR patients. Compared with other preexisting predictive signatures, our LRS performed better with higher AUC values in both discovery and validation datasets when used to predict pCR response of patients undergoing NAC.

Combination of LRS with Other Different pCR Predictors {#s0070}
------------------------------------------------------

In order to inspect the clinical significance of LRS, we then integrated LRS with age, ER status, HER2 status, tumor size, lymph node metastasis status, tumor grade, Gene21 index, Gene70 index, and GGI which divided patients into four groups respectively. Breast cancer patients with high LRS score and younger age (≤50 years old), negative ER status, positive HER2 status, smaller tumor size (≤5 cm), positive lymph node, tumor of grade 3, Gene21 index high, Gene70 index high, and GGI high were significantly more likely to achieve pCR after NAC ([Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}), which implied that LRS could be potentially utilized to improve pCR prediction in combination with clinicopathological biomarkers and preexisting predictive models in clinical practice.Figure 4The results of the analysis combining LRS and other different pCR predictors performed for the whole group of patients. In order to inspect the clinical significance of LRS, we combined LRS with other factors which may be related to pCR. Age (A), ER status (B), HER2 status (C), tumor size (D), lymph node metastasis status (E), tumor grade (F), Gene21 index (G), Gene70 index (H), and GGI (I) which were available in our cohort were integrated, respectively, with LRS and divided patients into four groups. The pCR rates were compared among each of the four groups.Figure 4Figure 5Enrichment analysis of the mRNAs positively correlated with lncRNAs in LRS. mRNAs that positively correlated with lncRNAs in LRS were analyzed by DAVID functional annotation tool. And results were organized by functional enrichment map in Cytoscape (A). Each node represents a functional term annotated by the DAVID tool. The size of the node represents the number of genes in the terms. (B) Then, the significant GO terms in the functional annotation were illustrated with barplot according to their *P* value.Figure 5

Identification of Biological Processes Related to the lncRNA Signature {#s0075}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

We conducted Gene Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis to determine the biological processes associating with LRS [@bb0190]. To this end, we firstly employed Pearson correlation to identify the most correlated mRNAs with each of our lncRNAs (correlation effecient \> 0.4 and ranked top 0.5%). Then, using functional annotation clustering option from DAVID (<https://david.ncifcrf.gov/>, version 6.8), we collected annotation clusters with enrichment score \> 3.0 and *P* value less than .001 ([supplementary file](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Finally, Cytoscape was employed to visualize the significantly enriched clusters based on similar functions ([Figure 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, *A*), and statistically significant GO processes were also plotted by *P* value ([Figure 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}, *B*). Surprisingly, cancer-related functional clusters such as DNA replication, cell cycle, cell-cell adhesion, and microtubule metabolism were clearly identified, indicating that the LRS signature might mainly be related to cancer proliferation process.

Discussion {#s0080}
==========

During the past decades, lots of effort have been devoted by clinicians to develop tools for the prediction of the response to NAC in order that the candidate patients could undergo the most suitable therapy. Since the response to NAC is related to patients\' clinicopathological features/characteristics, a pCR prediction nomogram has been built based on clinical stage, ER status, histologic grade, and number of preoperative chemotherapy cycles [@bb0195]. Moreover, some researchers also utilize Oncotype DX and Gene70 score (Mamaprint score), which are the most widely accepted mRNA signatures, for prediction of response to NAC for luminal subtype breast cancer. Until now, a number of models have been utilized to predict breast cancer survival and/or pCR in NAC.

In this study, we identified a 36-lncRNA signature to predict pCR with high specificity by using lncRNA remapping approach in 488 breast cancer patients treated with NAC. Furthermore, LRS signature was demonstrated to be an independent factor that highly related to the pCR of NAC-treated patients by univariate and multivariate analysis in both discovery and validation sets. It has also been shown that the combination of LRS with other pCR predictors significantly improves the prediction of pCR in NAC. This LRS was the first lncRNA signature built on a large scale of NAC-treated patients. It could be potentially utilized as a prediction tool with high specificity to assess the possibilities of pCR for patients who undergo NAC, in addition to traditional clinicopathological biomarkers and mRNA signatures.

Oncotype DX score and Gene70 score have been originally built to predict patients\' prognosis, while GGI has been developed for better assessing histologic grade firstly. Although these mRNA signatures can also predict the pCR rate despite their original goal, they were not specifically developed for patients treated with NAC. Until now, there is still no gene signature specifically designed for pCR prediction to NAC. It is noteworthy that our LRS was the first gene model developed for pCR rate prediction to NAC patients specifically. With this end of LRS, clinicians could select the most suitable candidates for NAC to better realize individualized therapy.

Luminal B, HER2-enriched, and basal-like are the three major subtypes of breast cancers that are more likely to go through NAC. In these three subgroups, LRS distinguished non-pCR from pCR patients significantly, although it did not work well for HER2-enriched subgroup which might be mainly due to its distinct biological behaviors. More importantly, it should be noted that all patients in our datasets treated with NAC regiments did not receive trastuzumab. HER2, which drives breast cancer progression, invasion, and metastasis, was reported to have an unneglectable influence on NAC in varieties of ways [@bb0200], [@bb0205], [@bb0210]. Without the treatment of trastuzumab, lower pCR rate might be induced by HER2, which led to the relatively inaccuracy of our signature in the HER2-enriched subtype. Meanwhile, we also included luminal A subtype in the subgroup analysis, which usually does not undergo NAC. LRS was not able to predict NAC responses effectively in luminal A subtype, which is also a common issue for many other predictive models with unknown reasons [@bb0215].

In both discovery and validation datasets, patients with high LRS score were more likely to be ER negative and grade 3. Previous studies suggested that ER-negative breast cancer especially triple-negative breast cancer is generally more aggressive or grows faster than ER-positive [@bb0220]. On the other hand, grade 3 tumors typically also have a higher proliferation rate than lower grades [@bb0225]. What\'s more, gene enrichment analysis demonstrated that these 36 lncRNAs were mainly associated with tumor proliferation. Therefore, we hypothesize that patients with high LRS score were more sensitive to NAC because of the high proliferation rate of their tumors. Chemotherapeutic agents are usually cytotoxic by means of interfering with cell division [@bb0230]. Cancer cells are more susceptible to these agents because they have a higher proliferation rate than normal cells. In other words, high cell proliferation rate leads to a high sensitivity of chemotherapy [@bb0235]. Patients with high LRS score were more likely to be with high proliferation tumors, which caused their being more sensitive to NAC.

It must be acknowledged that there are some limitations in this study. First, lncRNAs in our signature came from the reannotation of probes in microarray platform. LncRNAs that could not be identified by repurposing microarray data could be omitted and thus might affect the sensitivity and specificity of the analysis results. Second, only a handful of lncRNAs identified in this study have been functionally characterized before. Experimental studies on these lncRNAs are desperately needed to provide important information to understand their functional roles. What\'s more, further validation of the signature in clinical trials will be a better option to finally turn it into clinical practice.

In conclusion, our study suggests an important role of the lncRNA signature in predicting pCR rate of NAC in addition to traditional clinicopathological markers and mRNA signature, which might deserve further evaluation. What\'s more, these findings also imply a therapeutic strategy through targeting these lncRNAs to improve patients\' clinical outcomes in the future.
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[^1]: *cT*, clinical tumor stage; *cN*, clinical nodal status.
